How an MRI office imported 100’s of Social Networking Profiles into PCRecruiter in Minutes.

With ResumeGrabber, I like how I can import resumes and Social Networking profiles immediately and compare them easily. I have extra time and can produce more quality work.

Beth Slutsky, Project Coordinator, Epic Search Partners

Peter Rouillard, Managing Director / Founder, Epic Search Partners

Epic Search Partners is a boutique recruiting firm that coordinates with many businesses and prospects when placing top professionals in their specialized fields. The tasks included background research on candidates and creating Rollup lists based on job orders. With countless companies and prospects, manually importing and screening social profiles such as Social Networking Sites were a chore for Epic’s recruiting team.

Normally, Beth Slutsky, a project coordinator and Internet researcher at Epic, would search and view Social Networking profiles, send them to a temporary Rollup list or “Holding” list for secondary screening and finally transfer them to the appropriate Rollup list in PCRecruiter. Doing this for even a few candidates became cumbersome, and Beth found at least 15-20 candidates a day.

After using ResumeGrabber JobSuite, Beth was able to search and grab Social Networking profiles instantly to PCRecruiter. With RG’s specialized drivers, she imported candidates from postings on Job Boards as well. Additionally, the auto-summarize feature allowed her to screen and compare resumes quickly by highlighting the essential parts of profiles.

Through ResumeGrabber, Beth was able to:
- Search and grab 100s of resumes/profiles from Social Networking Sites and job boards at once for her PCRecruiter Rollup lists
- Screen and compare resumes quickly
- Connect with candidates with her extra time and improve the quality of her work

ResumeGrabber JobSuite automates the grabbing, screening and transfer process of resumes to PCRecruiter.